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SUMMARY
The sinplified method of NACA Report 134-4 for calculating motions
in angles of attack and sideslip resulting fram a trim angle of attack
and steady rolling velocity has been extended in the present paper to
the condition of pitthing- and yawing-moment inputs. The resulting
fommlas are intended primmily for rolling-velocity conditions in
which rolling divergence is not encountered. From the calculated angles
of attack and sideslip, prelimimmy estimates of aircraft loads for
design purposes cm be made. Motions calculated with the simplified
method are ccmpa.redwith exact solutions of the five-degree-of-freedom
equations.
INTRODUCTION
Many high-performance aircraft encounter inertia coupling in
rolling maneuvers. As a result this condition must be investigated
during the design of new aircraft. A thorough analysis of rolling f13ght
requires the solution of the nonlinear equations of motion, and analog
or digital computers are usually utilized for this problem. However,
for preliminary design purposes} simplified methods of analysis are
desirable.
A simplification usedby many investigators in analyses of roll-
coupled motions is that of linearizing the equations of motion by
assuming rolling velocity to be constant. In early investigations of
the stability of steady-rolling aircraft (refs. 1 -d 2)J the concept
of critical rolling velocities was defined. Steady-state solutions of
these linearized equations also yield useful results as to the magni-
tudes of the responses to be expected in rolling maneuvers and have
been discussed in references 2 and 3. Transient solutions of the
eqyations of motion for steady rolling can be obtained, but such
—— —
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calculations are lengthy. Approximate expressions presented in refer-
ence 4 permit simple calculation of transient responses of angles of
attack and sideslip due to a trim angle of attack. i:
In this paper the method of reference 4 is extended to the cal-
culation of motions resulting from step pitching- and yawing-moment
fnputs. This method is applicable to inputs such as elevator deflec-
tion, rudder deflection, aileron yaw, and yawing moment due to rolling
velocity. Transient responses of anglesaf attack and sideslip are
presented for a r-e of rolling velocities for a current swept-wing
fighter airplane assumed to be flying at a Mach nuniberof 0.7 and an alti-
tude of 32,000 feet. The method is intended primarily for conditions
of rolling velocities up to the critical value. In the region of rolling
divergence, nonlinearities in the eqwtions of motion and airplane aero-
dynamics are knownto be significant, and the simplified, linearized
results are not expected to be good approximations of the five-degree-
of-freedam nonlinear results.
SYMBOLS
A&plane equations of motion are referenced to a system of prin-
cipal body axes in this paper.
A,B,C,D,E
b
E
cm
Cn
‘%
IX
coefficients of equation (2)
wing span, ft
wing mean aerodynamic chord, f%
U.ft coefficient, ~
rolling-moment coefficient} Rolling moment
qsb
pitching-moment coefficient, Pitching moment
c@
yawing-moment coefficient, Yawing mcnnent
qsb
side-force coefficient, Side forceC@
mcxnentof inertia of airplane about X-axisj slug-ft2
4
if’
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nmment of inertia of airplane about Y-axis, slug-ft2
moment of inertia of airplane about Z-sxis, slug-ft2
amplitude coefficients (n = O, 1, 2, and 3)
airplane mass, slugs
pitching moment, ft-lb
yawing moment, ft-lb
rolling velocity, radians/see
steady rolling velocity, radian6/sec
pitching velocity, radisms/see; dynamic pressure, lb/sq f%
yawing velocity, radians/see
wing s.xea,sq ft
time, sec
airplane velocity, ft/sec
angle of attack, radians
initial angle of attack of airplane principal axis, radians
incremental chsage in angle of attack, radians
angle of sideslip, radians
phase angle, radians
real roots of characteristic equation
complex roots of characteristic equation
2 -%’s;
fJJe = -
IYP02
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Cnpqsb
%2‘—~zpo2
acn
c%=?3(pb/W)
acn
‘4 = a(rb/2V)
&z
%P = ~
ac~
c1 =
P a(pb/2V)
%
@b2
.cz —
p2v
%=c14g
Np = Cnpqsb
yp = Cypq.s
.
Dot over symbol iudicates derivative with respect to time.
.
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ANALYSIS
Equations of Motion
H rollLng velocity and forward speed are assumed constant and
weight components are neglected, the airplane equations of motion refer-
enced to principal axes are
Pitching:
‘~
5-—~-
()
lZ - 1X M%=z
Iy Iy ‘or - ~
1
Yawing:
Nr ()%-%pq%p_%?-—r- -—Iz Iz 0 Iz %
Normal force:
k
~vh -&+— q+pop=o
(1)
The terms on the right-hand side of the equations are disturbances;
the pitthing-moment disturbance ~ results frcm elevator deflection>
while the yawing-moment disturbance ~ may result from rudder deflection,
aileron deflection (aileron yaw), or rolling velocity ‘P~ PO” Airplane
motions due to pitching-’and yawing-racmentinputs are the subject of this
investigation. Motions due to the term ~#o were treated in refer-
ence 4 and are omitted in this investigation.
The characteristic equation for steady roU is given by the expan-
sion of the determinant formed by the terms on the left-hand side of
equations (1) and is
AX4+BA3+CA2+DX+ II= o (2)
6where
P
.
A=
B=
c =
D=
E =
NrTrx)p$
.
1.
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Approximate Expressions for Angles of Attack and Sideslip
In reference 4, responses of angles of attack and sideslip due to
the disturbance u~o were obtained from equations (1) by the Laplace
transform method (ref. 5). It was shown that the amplitude of”the
higher frequency mode appearing in the solutions was mall and could be
neglected. Thus, the solutions were simplified to a constant term plus
either an oscilJ_atorymode or two aperiodic modes, depending on the
rolling velocity. In addition, the modal coefficients were simplified
by omitting some terms of negligible value. The same procedure has
been adopted in this investigation to derive approximate expressions
for responses due to unit step inputs of ~i~ and M#Z.
When the significant mode is a long-period oscillation, as for
subsequent conditions in this paper with PO = -1.0, -1.!5,-2.5, and
-3.0 radians/see, the response is written:
%/%
When the significant modes are
-2.0, and -2.33 radians/see in this
-
‘Zpz I
(31
two exponential, as for p. = -1.86,
papers the response is written:
?iIt
=Ko+~e +
A2t
K3e (4)
Ax J%/%
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After simplification, the amplitude coefficients are given by the .
following expressions. In these expressions, approximate values of the
characteristic roots, as obtained by the method of the appendix of refer-
ence 4, are used.
In the expressions for —
%&Z’
where
r)G=u2-a2+a—-m Iy ‘+~E
L= 4(3a20 - U33)+ *
—
(v-A22+ 12; %L + KOE-3K3 =
X2 (2C12 + D)
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In the expressions for —
MY/IY’
~.-’.[?;=y)%+~] ‘
E
e (. tan-l -Eu - GaHa -C@ )
%=
K3 .
where
G = poa 1-
.01
lX-%
Iz
+ SE
,=po+-p;=y)]
AI(2CA1+ D)
P0.2[1- (lx Jj+K#
A2(2CA2 + D)
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In the expressions for —
%7%’
8 = tan-l(Q-)
.
K2 .
where
L= 3 + 2CUJ4(3a2UJ- u
‘1 (z% + D)
.,_ ’c’?l+P;t+%E
A2 (2% + D)
.
xl
.
~=
lq=
%=
‘3 =
In the expressions for —
%71Y’
()
Nr y~ N~ IX - Iy
——
~2
Izmv+z+ ~ o
E
where
G=a2-m2
(~=-1 -I@ - GaHB.-GU3)
(vB ‘r~+~E-a—+—Inv
(vH=2s@-u -#+5 IZ
12
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Airplane Stability in Steady Roll
The stability of an airphne in steady roll is determined from the
stability equation, eqpation (2), and has been treated generally in ref-
erence 1 and, for the airplane of this investigation, in reference 4.
The airplane physical and aeroQnamic characteristics and flight condi-
tions used in this paper are the same as in reference k and are given in
table I. Exact and approximate roots of the characteristic equatio~
were published in reference 4 and are repeated in table 11. The rolling
divergence boundaries, as developed in reference 1, are presented in
figure 1 for this airplane. For this flight condition there is no diver-
gent mode for any rolling velocity since the divergence boundsry is not
intersected. At low roll rates (-1.0 and -1.5 radians/see) the airplane
has two stable oscillatory modes. At roll rates for which the airplane
is near the divergence boundary (-1.86, -2;0, and -2.33 radi.ans/see),
there is a stable oscillxctorymode and two convergent aperiodic modes,
one of which is approaching neutral stability. At the higher roll rates,
-2.5 and -3.0 radians/see, the airplane again has two stable oscillatory
modes.
w
Sample Responses From Simplified Method
Angle-of-attack and sideslip responses to unit step inputs of My/Iy -
and M#Z have been calculated from the simplified expressions for
a range of rolling velocities from -1.0 to -3.0 radians/see and are shown
.-
in figures 2 and 3 along with the exact steady-rolling responses. These
motions are for the airplane and flight condition given in table I. The
good agreement between the simplified and exact motions justifies the
use of the simplified expressions for steam-rolling calculations.
The steady-state values of the responses shown in figures 2 and 3
are given in table III. Since rolling maneuvers are generally of short
duxation, the steady-state condition is seldcnnattained.
Note that for the larger ro~ rates of figures 2 and 3 only a
portion of the responses shown might be of practical interest. For
example, at a roll rate of -3.0 radians/see a 360° roll would be performed
in slightly over 2 seconds, whereas the responses are shown for a dura-
tion of 8 seconds.
Cmparison With Five-Degree-of-Freedam Responses
The nonlinear five-degree-of-freedom eqyations of motion are used
universally for predicting airplane motions in large-amplitude rolling
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r~neuvers. In order to determine whether the simplified results are
good approximations of the airplane motions experienced in practical
rolling maneuvers, a comparison was made of the simplified and five-
degree-of-freedom solutions. The airplane eq..tions of motion with con-
stant forward speed were programed on an analog computer and responses
were obtained for a step aileron deflection in combination with (1) a
step rudder deflection, (2) a step elevator deflection, and (3) combined
step elevator and rudder deflections. At the time of these calculations,
more complete aero@xmi.c data which were available for this airplane
(table IV) were used. The flight conditions and inertias were the
same as for the calculations for figures 2 and 3, and the angle of attack
of the principal axis was assumed zero. The results of these calcula-
tions are presented in figure 4 with corresponding motions from the
simplified method.
The motions in angles of attack and sideslip are presented in fig-
ure 4(a) for a step yawing-moment input M#Z of -0.2092, equivalent
to 5° of rudder deflection. The vsriation of rolling velocity with
the from the nonlinear ecjpationsis presented, from which trial values
are selected for use with the simplified method. The values chosen were
-2.5 radians/see, the average value during a 360° roll, -3.0 radians/secj
and -3.2 radians/see, the steady-state value. During the latter part
of the motions the simplified method tith a roll.rate of -3.0 radians/see
provided the best agreement with the nonl.inesrmotions. For the first
second of the response, better agreement in the B motions is obtained
when a roll rate of -1.5 radians/see is used. This is the average value
during the first second of the nonlinear rolling-velocity response.
There is poor agreement initially in the angle-of-attack response because
the longitudinal mode is neglected in the simplifiedmethod.
The response to a step pitchi~-moment fiput M#y of 0.58?9s
equivalent to about -3° of elevator deflection, is shown in figure 4(b)
for the nonlinear syst~ and for the simplified method for roll rates
Of -~.5, -2.5, -2.7, and -3.0 radians/see. The roll-rate response of the
nonlinear system is not shown but is similar to the curve in figure 4(a)
except that the steady-state value is -2.7 radians/see. For the first
second the simplified results for a roll rate of -1.5 radians/see, the
average value, provide the best agreement with the nonlinesr response.
For the remainder of the time history, simplified results for the steady-
state rolling velocity, -2.7 radians/see, are good approximations of
the nonlinear response.
The results for conibinedpitching- and yawing-moment inputs are
shown in figure 4(c). The steady-state rolling velocity is
-2.6 radians/see, and the nonlinear response is approxhated in two
steps as were the motions due to the individual inputs.
Suggested Procedure for Use of
In airplane-design calculations, the
NACA
Approximate Method
simplified methods of
TN 4346
this
paper may be employed as follows: Determine the maximum roll rate of
interest and roll-rate”responsetime for a specific flight condition
from one-degree-of-freedomroll calculations and experience with simXkir “-
aircraft. When the maximum roll rate is established, select intermediate
values to cover the rolling-velocity range of the airplane.
( see
For a selected roll rate, plot the one-degree-of-freedomresponse
sketch):
A
P
B
I 1 t
‘1 ‘2
The
For thes up to tl, campute Ax and 13 responses by using the
average value of rolling velocity during this tk. Compute the k
and 13 responses for the steady-state roll rate as well for t-s
beyond tl. From these responses, maximum values of AZ and ~ for
the maneuver are determined, with which preliminary load calculations
may be made. A tabulation or plot of these data for the range of roll
rates will disclose any serious conditions. Needless to say, critical
conditions should be examined further by five-degree-of-freedom studies.
A word of caution is advanced regarding the use of one-degree-of-
freedom roll calculations. In roll-coupled maneuvers, the one-degree-
of-freedom roll equation will not generaldy provide an accurate rela-
-, tionship between aileron deflection and rolling velocity because of the
effec$ of sideslip in damping or augenting the roll. The use of the
one-degree-of-freedom equation is intended O-nlyfor-obta-iningestimates
of response time and selecting a range of roll rates. Steady-state
solutions of the five-degree-of-freedomequations are requtied to relate
accurately aileron deflection and rolling velocity.
.
.
.
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Angle of Attack of Principal Axis
.
Angle of attack coupled with roll rate.is a major input to the
equations for steady roll but was neglected in this paper in order to
isolate the effects of pitching- and yawing-moment inputs. The effect
of angle of attack was treated in reference k and the results can be”
algebraically added to the results of this paper for calculations in
which both types of inputs are considered.
Recovery Motions
Recovery is the portion of the rolling maneuver in which the control
is reversed to stop the roll, and the motions are defined by the non-
linear equations of motion. In many cases the maximum excursiorm in
angles of attack and sideslip (and, consequently, loads) occur during
this time. For approximating recovery motions the classical three-
degree-of-freedom lateral equations and two-degree-of-freedom longitu-
dinal eqwtions with initial conditions and approximations for the
coupling “termswere used. These eqwtions are given in the appendix.
Sample recovery motions from the five-degree-of-freedcunequations
. and two sets of approximate motions are presented in figure 5. These
recovery motions are the latter pert of a 360° ro~ after the aileron
has been neutralized to stop the roll. Motions in angles of attack and
. sideslip, as calculated frmn the linear, uncoupled, two-degree-of-freedom
longitudinal and three-degree-of-freedom lateral equations, are shown
and differ in magnitude and phase with the nonlinear responses. When
approximations to the coupling terms are included, the agreement with
the nonlinear response is better. The remaining phase difference is
attributed primarily to the 50 deg/sec rate at which the aileron was
tslsenoff in the analog calculations. When these approximate equations
are used for recovery calculations, occasional checks with the five-
degree-of-freedorneqp.ati,onshouldbe made.
A dangerous recovery situation, for which the linear equations are
invalid, is possible in flight. After the ailerons are neutralized for
recovery from a rapid roll, it is possible for rolling velocity to be
maintained at a large value instead of betig reduced to zero. The air-
plane enters an autorotational state, a steady-state condition of large
angular and linesr velocities. Five-degree-of-freedom solutions sre
required to predict this condition.
Aircraft Loads
In many rolling maneuvers the critical factor is the load encoun-
.
tered. In pure rolls the vertical-tail load is usually the one of
.
concern. b a roll-coupled maneuver in which large excursions in angles
of attack and sideslip occur, structural failures of the wing, horizon-
tal tail, or vertical tail.are possible. Preliminary estimates of sur-
face loads can be made by using the calculated angles of attack and
sideslip.
.
coIwGumNG REMARKS
The simplified method of NACA Report 1344 for calculating motions
in angles of attack and sideslip in roll-coupled maneuvers has been
extended in the present paper to the condition of pitching- and yawing--
moment inputs. The resulting formulas are intended primarily for rolMng-
velocity conditions in which rolling divergence is not encountered.
From the calculated angles of attack and sideslip, prel.binary estimates
of aircraft loads for design purposes can be made. Motions calculated
with the simplified method are compsred with”exact solutions of the five- “-
degree-.of-freedomequations.
Langley Aeronautical bboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Lsm@ey Field, Va., June 5, 1958.
.
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ROLL-RECOVERY EQUATIONS
.
.
The five-degree-of-freedm equations were separated into the tbree-
degree-of-freedom lateral and two-degree-of-freedom longitudinal equa-
tions for approximating roll-recovery motions. As the coupling terms
were known to have significant effects on recovery motions, they were
included in shplified form.
~ the kteral equations the coupling terms appear as variables.
These terms were linearized by assuming pitching velocity and angle of
attack to be constant. After the Iaplace transform is applied, the
lateral equations are written as
-(vb’+(+r-2’=*+
Were ~/~ is the yawing-mment input applied in this
and the subscript o denotes values of the variables at
recovery.
‘o
investigation
the start of
In the longitudinal equations the coupling terms appear as inputs
since they consist of lateral variables only. The inputs represented
by these terms are large at zero time and decrease to zero as the rolling
velocity decays. Hence, these terms were a~roximated by assuming P
and r to be constant and p to decay as given by the one-degree-of-
freedom ro~ response.
After the LapI-acetransform is ap@ied} the longitudinal equations
are written as
NACA TN 4346
()% 00pp ‘L.)-q+h+=a=ao --
where %/5 is the pitching-moment input applied in this investigation
and & is the one-degree-of-f??eedm characteristic rolling root.
.
.
.
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. 57,100
, 64,97?
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-3.5 l
l -0.28 .
. 0.057
. -0.095
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. 691
. 377
. 11.3
. 36.6
. 197
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TABLE 11
RCCTS UF TllXCHARACTERISTICEQUATION
[
P. Exact Approximate
o -o.4a8 * 2.301 -0.0729 k 1.54i
,.
-1.0 -0.362* 2.891 -0.199 * 0.942L -0.352 * 3.10i -0.209 * o.876i
-1.5 -0.337 * 3.33i -0.224 ~ 0.483i -0.340* 3.421 -0.221 *o.469i
-1.86 -0.327 * 3.66i -0.322, -0.145 -0.332* 3.71d -o.311, -0.146
-2.0 -0.324 t 3.79i -0,453, -0.020
-0.329* 3.83i -0.w) -0.020
-2.33 -o.318* 4.08i -0.374, -0.m -0.322 & 4.13d -0.363,-0.IJJ3
-2.5 -0.316 * 4.241 -0.245 ?0.2581 -0.320 k4.29i -o.&!41tO.2551
-3.0 -o.~11 *4.7oi -0.230 * 0.7601 -0.31.2* 4.801 -0.24!3* o.743i
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TABLE 111
STEADY-STATE VAL~S OF MOTIONS PRESENTED IN FIGURES 2 AND 3
P05
radians
sec
-1
-1.86
-2.0
-2.33
-2.5
-3.0
$ &.fJ
%pz’ “=2Mz/=z I‘ ‘=C2&Y’sec2q’%’’ec2
-0.58 -0.058 -0.063 0.213
-1.07 -.216 -.236 .24$)
-3*57 -1.35 -1.47 -.106
,-13.34 -7. o~ -7.65 -3.45
-.552 -1.52 -1.65 -2.08
.171 -.503 -.547 -.898
.21 -*W7 I -.106 -.282
.
.
–—
..
.
.
TABLE IV
AERODYNAMICCHARACTERISTICSFOR FJXE-DEKREE-OF-FRXEDOM
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